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quality as those to be reproduced in the
printed paper and clearly lettered copies of
the original line drawings must form an
integral part of each submitted copy of the
manuscript. Original illustrations will be
returned that if this is requested at the time
they are submitted to the Journal. Where
facilities allow, authors will be requested to
submit the revised or a final copy in IBM
compatible disc format in addition to a typed
copy. This may be in any of the widely used
word-processing format or DCA-RFT or
ASCI format.
Manuscripts and all correspondence
could also be submitted by e-mail at
mo_ariff@upm.edu.my
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General
The Journal accepts concise papers
reporting original experimental data or
experimental methods or new analyses of
already existing data, in any aspect of animal
science. The Journal publishes short reviews
that are written normally at the expressed
invitation of the Editors. Review articles
should be original and innovative in nature,
not mere surveys of the literature and
normally should not exceed 25 printed pages
in length.
Authors are encouraged to
elucidate the implications of their research for
agriculture. Submission of a paper is taken
with the understanding that the results
reported have not been published or
submitted
for
publication
elsewhere.
Extended abstracts of conferences would not
normally be regarded as publication. The
Journal assumes that all authors of a multi
authors’ paper agree to its submission. All
papers are refereed.
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Manuscript
Three clearly legible copies must be
submitted for postal route. They must be
typed with double spacing throughout and
with a margin of at least 3cm on the left hand
side on good quality paper. All pages of the
manuscript must be numbered consecutively,
including those carrying references, tables
and captions to illustrations, all of which are
to be placed after the text. Illustrations, both
line drawings and photographs, are to be
numbered as figures in a common sequence
and each must be referred to in the text. A
type list of captions is required. Lettered and
mounted photographs that are of the same

Title
Title must be specific and suitable for
indexing by the automatic methods. Male
authors should give surnames and full initials,
female authors should give one forename.
The full name and address of the institution
where the research was done should be stated.
A short title not exceeding 50 characters
should be provided for running headlines.
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error and the standard error given to one
place of decimals more than the mean.

Headings
Main headings are typed in bold small
letters and sub-headings are in italic small
letters with the first letter in capital. All
should be left aligned. The main headings
are Abstract, Introduction, Materials and
Methods,
Results
and
Discussion,
Conclusion,
Acknowledgement
and
References.

Figures
Figures should be restricted to display the
results when a large number of values can be
easily comprehended. Tables and Figures
should not reproduce the same data. Line
drawings should be 25cm wide and drawn in
black waterproof ink on stout white paper,
tracing paper or faint-blue graph paper with
lettering and legends in pencil only. A copy
of the original diagram with lettering should
be provided for editing purposes. Graphs
generated by computer packages are
acceptable when the above conditions are
met. Computer graph is unacceptable when
the lines are too thin for reduction and that
includes permanent lettering.

Abstract
An abstract, placed at the beginning of
the text, should briefly indicate the
experiments, describe the main results and
state important conclusion.
Text
The Editors do not insist on a rigid
format, but it is usually convenient to divide
the paper into sections such as Introduction,
Materials and Methods, Results and
Discussion, Conclusion, Acknowledgment
and References. Avoid excess headings and
subheadings. The work should be presented
concisely
and
clearly
in
English.
Introductory material, including a review of
literature, should be brief to indicate the
reason for the work and the essential
background. Sufficient experimental detail
should be given to enable the work to be
repeated. Discussion should focus on the
significance of the results. Manuscripts that
do not conform to the general format would
be returned for re-typing.

Plates
Plates (Photographs) are discouraged, but
only if they make a definite contribution to
the value of the paper. They should be of
good quality, unmounted, glossy prints and
lightly numbered in pencil on the reverse
side. If several plates or colored photographs
are submitted the author may be asked to
contribute to the cost of reproducing them.
References
Responsibility for correct and complete
citation of references lies with the author(s).
In the text, a reference should be quoted by
the author’s name and date. Where there are
three or more authors, the first name followed
by et al. should be used, unless there is
ambiguity, in which all names should be
given at each occurrence.

Tables
Tables must be self-explanatory, typed on
separate sheets, numbered consecutively and
carry an appropriate title. Numerical results
should be displayed as means with their
relevant standard errors. Normally, a mean
should be rounded to one tenth of its standard

One author:
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Jones (1966) or (Jones,
1966)

Two authors:
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(King and Jones, 1966)

Multi-author books:
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More than two authors:
Jones et al. (1977) or (Jones et al., 1977; ..)
Multiple papers: Smith (1975a)

Thesis:
Multiple references: (Smith 1988, 1990)
All references cited in the text should be
listed alphabetically by the author’s surname
in the list of references using the following
style:
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